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The Jewish Historical Society of BC is proud to be part of 
Congregation Emanu-El’s 150th anniversary celebration 
through dedication of our 2012 issue of The Scribe to 
Congregation Emanu-El:
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On the Cover: Rabbi Wilfred Solomon of Beth Israel 
Synagogue blowing Shofar, 1996; L.07376.

On Page 2: [Mobile hearing clinic], Mike Harcourt holding 
proclamation with Bessie Diamond and Miriam Warren, 
June 11, 1984; L.16449.

On Page 2: Miriam Warren JHS Retirement Party, L-R: 
Anna Leith, Dorothy Grad, Cyril Leonoff, Irving Grad, Miriam 
Warren, Ronnie Tessler, Cissie Eppel, Jean Gerber, Ronna 
Tobin, 1999; L.06737.         

On Page 5: [Two men with three logs on a rail car], [ca. 
1915]; Leonard Frank photo; LF.38834.

On Page 7: [April Katz, Negev Dinner], December 13, 1990; 
L.16487.
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SAVE THE DATE: JHSBC 2012 AGM 

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 2012 | 950 WEST 41st AVE
AGM 6:00PM - 6:30PM | AUTHOR EVENT 6:45PM - 7:45PM 
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

A Message From Our President, Perry Seidelman

I am very happy to have this opportunity to address you 
as the president pro tem of the Jewish Museum and 
Archives of British Columbia. As stated in previous edi-
tions of The Chronicle, the JMABC is following the Swiss 
model of governance with a rotating schedule of presi-
dents. I am looking forward to my term which begins af-
ter an incredible summer for the society and which will 
take us through the Jewish high holidays and the fall.

Instead of hibernating through the summer, the JMABC 
offered programs that were successful beyond all plan-
ning. These included our ongoing tours of old Jewish 
Vancouver, a tour of the old Jewish cemetery at 37th 
Avenue and Fraser Street and our increasingly popu-
lar Philosophers’ Cafés, all organized by our marvel-
lous Education Coordinator, Kara Mintzberg. The tour 
of the old Jewish Cemetery was especially enlighten-
ing with nearly fifty people attending to hear Kara and 
other attendees explain the customs of Jewish buri-
als, the history of this cemetery and to bring alive the 
stories of some of the people who are buried there.    

The Philosophers’ Café on the “Nature of Evil” was 
very skilfully led by Dr. Rajiv Jhangiani, professor 
of Psychology at both UBC and Capilano University. 
Even on a beautiful summer evening, forty very in-
terested attendees engaged in a fascinating and 
lively discussion. This is just one of our continuing 
series of stimulating and engaging Philosophers’ Ca-
fés which are scheduled to continue throughout the 
entire year on the third Wednesday of every month.

I cannot emphasize enough how important the JMABC is 
in maintaining the history and continuity of our commu-
nity. As a native Vancouverite, I am embarrassed to admit 
that, although I knew of the existence of the JMABC and 
some of its work, I did not fully appreciate its importance.  
We have a rich and active Jewish community in Vancou-
ver and B.C. that goes back to mid-19th Century. As we 
carry on into the 21st Century, our community continues 
to grow in numbers and in important programming and 
contributions to our own and the general community.   

This basic mission and work of the JMABC continues 
under the superb tutelage of our resident archivist, Jen-
nifer Yuhasz. As we grow and mature as a community, 

the JMABC is recording and safekeeping the records of 
these events in a professional archival format. We are 
the only organization in the province that supports and 
records the histories of all Jewish organizations in BC. 
We work to preserve our collective past and maintain 
continuity into the future.    

Anyone who is interested in touring our incredibly rich 
archives is invited to contact Jennifer who would be 
happy to organize groups and to demonstrate the me-
ticulous care and organization we maintain with the 
valuable records entrusted to us. She would also be 
happy to explain our new digitization services. Not only 
is this a wonderful service for individuals with photos 
and records they wish to preserve but it also makes a 
great present when purchased as a gift certificate.

In addition to all of the above, you may be aware of our 
academic level publication, The Scribe, which annually 
publishes articles according to different themes. Our 
most recent edition focused on Jewish organizations. 
Next year’s edition will be devoted to the 150th anni-
versary of Congregation Emanu-El of Victoria, much of 
whose history spans the Georgia Strait to Vancouver 
and other parts of B.C.    

To access all of this very rich programming, we invite 
everyone, individuals and groups, to become JMABC 
members and volunteers. Please contact our wonder-
ful administrator Marcy Babins who is always happy to 
explain our organization to anyone who is interested. 
She, or any of our board members, will be pleased to 
explain how our sponsorship/naming program is a way 
of maintaining and continuing these important archives 
and programs.   

I wish to thank everyone who has supported us until 
now and for our many volunteers whose contributions 
enable us to offer the above-mentioned archives and 
programs. 

On behalf of the Board of Directors of the JMABC, I wish 
everyone a Shana Tova.

  Perry Seidelman
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ARCHIVES

ORAL HISTORY PROGRAM
Since our last publication, we have conducted two new oral history interviews: Norman Franks; and Senator Jack Aus-
tin. We are so pleased to record these two very important histories.
 
Thank you to all of our oral history interviewers and to those hard-working individuals who work on oral history tran-
scription. We are always looking for more volunteers. If you are interested in getting involved, please email archives@
jewishmuseum.ca.
 
REMEMBERING MIRIAM WARREN, 1925-2012
Excerpt from an interview with Miriam Warren, #20.10-15. Interviewed October 6 and 27, 2010 by Bea Berger, Van-
couver, BC:
“BB: Today we are going to discuss Miriam’s record, an exemplary record, of her career as a volunteer at many dif-
ferent organizations.  Okay Miriam?...

MW: It was 1947 so I was 22 years old so it was just a couple of years later 
that I came to Vancouver to see my brother but I decided to stay because I 
loved Vancouver.  I joined Junior Hadassah here immediately…but very short-
ly after that I met up with Sue Malkin…and she was involved with Council of 
Jewish Women…and I think Council needed a secretary to the Board at that 
time so she put my name forward that I should be the secretary…so that was 
my introduction to Council of Jewish Women.  But I liked what I saw and what 
I heard when I came to meetings…because Council in those days just hit me 
in the right place, they organized cooking classes, they offered study groups 
for young married women with small children, so in particular those two sub-
jects hit me where I was interested so I thought I should join Council as well, 
it’s one thing to be the Minute taker but another thing is that I should get 
involved, so I did.  But how I got involved is that I was living in our first house 
we had a basement and Council owned a Gestetner machine and this is how 
we developed a Council bulletin, different people in Council wrote articles or news briefs or whatever and they were 
written up, I typed them up on stencils and then I ran them off on this machine.  It was put in my basement because I 
had the room and the other thing was I could stay home and not have babysitters to look after my kids and run off the 
Gestetner and run off the bulletins, so it worked.  So that was my first real volunteer job.

At that time Council had a thrift shop, they used to collect clothing from the 
members…So at that point I didn’t have very many things to contribute but 
I do remember I worked actually with Florie Brown, who was the first chair-
women of the Angels Ball, and I worked with her in the thrift shop so that 
was the first volunteer job that I did, and I worked at the shop and it was kind 
of interesting. [I learned a lot from Florie Brown] she was a great lady and 
she was a fun lady too…I got involved with Angels Ball…and I did whatever 
had to be done and then somewhere along the line we developed a project 
of converting a bus, a city bus, a hydro bus into a mobile classroom because 
we were concerned that in the east side of Vancouver there were no kinder-

gartens, if mothers or organizers in whatever area that they lived in organized some sort of afterschool activity it was 
usually in the church basement and they did play things, but we decided that not every area had a church that wanted 
to have kids in their basement and we converted this hydro bus into a travelling school room...

[Then I] got interested in something else that was more my speed and that was the Thrifty Niftys…If you gave clothing 
to our thrift shop you got credits and then of course you got tickets to the Angels Ball, but emanating from that was a 
way of getting people interested in donating their clothes so a couple of very talented ladies, Barbara Minuk who had
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been very active, she’d come here as a war bride and she had been very active in theatre, singing and dancing, and 
she was very clever at writing words to popular music at that time, and the other person who contributed to that was 
Belle Averbach and she was also involved in that and we developed the Thrifty Niftys, we put on these shows to stimu-
late donations of clothing and we put on these shows which were very well attended, we had lots of laughs and lots 
giggles and we were able to use all of our talents in singing and dancing and whatever silliness we wanted to add into 
the mix, we had a lot of fun out of it...it brought out the best in everyone, all young women in those days had some 
sort of talent either singing or dancing or cooking or whatever and this was a way in which to get involved, get close 
to the people who were doing like things, the things that you did and it was fun, it was fun, so that’s what we did…And 
then for one reason or another, I can’t remember why, I became the office secretary here in the Centre, for Council, I 
don’t remember who had the job before I did but that was my job and that was great because I met a lot of people who 
worked for or in the JCC and at that time I felt very much at home with, I mean right now I don’t think I know ten people 
who are involved in the JCC but in those days I knew everyone or I thought I did anyway...

There was talk about a Jewish historical society, people were interested in starting a Jewish historical society, this was 
1971 or 72, and it was suggested that I represent Council there.  So I went to the first meeting of the Jewish Historical 
Society in Sam and Lily Hamer’s rec room and that’s where my interest in the Jewish Historical Society began.  Actu-
ally I had got to know Cyril Leonoff because he lived next door to my brother and so he at least knew who I was so we 
didn’t have a hurdle there, we sort of knew one another and so that’s where I began…actually I started as a volunteer 
but I became a secretary in their office before they opened the museum part [Miriam was office administrator from 
1992-1999].  It was on the second floor that we had an office, next door to the Friends of the Hebrew University, so 
that’s where I ended up really…[then] I became a volunteer at the Brier Home because I went to visit somebody there 
and Miriam Matoff, the devil, she saw me going through and she said ‘What are you doing with your life, you should 
be working here.’  And she dragged me into the gift shop and I became a gift shop volunteer in the Brier home for a 
number of years.  So that’s it, that’s what I do…[and I still volunteer with the Jewish Historical Society]…I maintain a 
database of obituaries in the Jewish community…it’s important and Cyril contributes more, I mean I only get the Sun 
and the Jewish Independent but Cyril I think he also gets the Victoria newspaper and others, every now and then he 
sends me little tidbits that I should include and I do and that’s what I keep busy with…it isn’t really sporting, but I feel 
that if there’s anything about my history it should reflect the things that I’ve done within the community.”

RECENT ACQUISITIONS AND ARCHIVES HOLDINGS 
•Cissie Eppel – two books by Nathan L. Cannon - ‘Growing up Jewish in a Small Town’ and ‘Collected Writings’;
•Bill Gruenthal - JFGV 1988/89 allocations committee recommendations;
•John Keenlyside – three letters by Leonard Frank to Ethel McDonald, editor of Mountaineer magazine, 1922; and a folio of 54 

Leonard Frank photographs - appears to be a result of a commercial engagement to a 
business excursion up the coast on the S.S. Prince George, apparently visiting forestry 
and mining facilities;
•Shirley Chess - 1 scrapbook on B’nai B’rith Women, ca. 1929-1990;
•JNF – 15 past JNF Negev Dinner Souvenir Booklets;
•Louis Brier –12 large photographs of Lower Mainland and Victoria synagogue 
bimahs (commissioned by Louis Brier and photographed by MacGregor Studios in 
1999) as well as a variety of other material from Louis Brier;
•Mark White – JCC charter membership club card No. 3 issued to Leonard White in 
1962 (found by Leonard’s sons Mark and Alan).

As always, we would like to thank all of our donors for their continued support and interest in the Nemetz Jewish Com-
munity Archives. If you have something you would like to donate, please email archives@jewishmuseum.ca. 

A special thank you to all of the archives sponsors who are making it possible to process collections and make them 
available for research and use (see page 7 for a list of the sponsored collections). Please visit MemoryBC (http://mem-
orybc.ca/jewish-museum-and-archives-of-british-columbia-nemetz-jewish-community-archives;isdiah) to view recently 
sponsored collections’ online finding aids and the JMABC Online Photo Library Database (http://www.jewishmuseum.
ca/archives) to view recently sponsored collections’ digitized photographs.
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PUBLIC PROGRAMS - PHILOSOPHERS’ CAFÉ 

PHILOSOPHERS’ CAFÉ: WHERE IDEAS PERCOLATE Hot drinks + light refreshments served all PM 
30min INTRO, 90min DISCUSSION | Everyone welcome $5 suggested donation at the door
        (604) 257-5199 | jewishmuseum.ca

TAKE A BREAK FROM THE NORM EVERY 3rd WEDNESDAY OF THE MONTH:

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 19, 2012 | 7:00PM - 9:00PM | 6184 ASH ST.
MONEY AND HAPPINESS: Why do humans help one another? Are humans hard-wired to 
feel good about giving?

DR LARA AKNIN is an Assistant Professor of Psychology at Simon Fraser University. Lara’s 
research interests include prosocial behavior, generosity, money, and happiness. Her work 
has shown that money can buy happiness…if you spend it on other people rather than your-
self. 

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 2012 | 7:00PM - 9:00PM | 6184 ASH ST.
CASHING IN: IS JEWISH CHARITY ALTRUISTIC?  Is it wrong to expect or accept something 
in return when we help others? Does charity, a cardinal commandment of Judaism, lose some 
of its value if we give because we feel obligated to do so?

DR GREGG GARDNER Assistant Professor, author and the Diamond Chair in Jewish Law and 
Ethics at UBC, will moderate and challenge some of our long-held conceptions and misconcep-
tions on charity and ethics. 

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 2012 | 7:00PM - 9:00PM | 6184 ASH ST.
PARENTING, POWER AND CONTROL: Many parents feel pressure to control their 
children’s behaviour, especially in the presence of others, and to enlist power and 
control techniques to ensure their child behaves in a certain manner – techniques 
that often backfire during teen years. How is children’s behavior enmeshed with 
our self esteem, sense of accomplishment, and language? What is the alternative? 
How do we begin to see our children as responsible for their own behaviour, and 
what are the implications of how parents respond when children “misbehave?”  

CHRISTOPHER BURT Christopher Burt holds a Master’s degree in Counselling Psychology, and is a Parenting 
and Family Development specialist with 20+ years of professional experience, including work with the Ministry 
of Children and Family Development on best practices to support families. 

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 2012 | 7:00PM - 9:00PM | 6184 ASH ST.
TOPIC: TBA
MODERATOR TBA

Presented in collaboration with SimonFraser 
University Department of Continuing Studies

Ideas? | We would love to hear from you!
(604) 257-5199 | info@jewishmuseum.ca
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JEWISH STRATHCONA & GASTOWN HISTORIC WALKING TOUR 
 2km WALK, 2hour DISCOVERY | Everyone welcome

    
PRIVATE TOURS AVAILABLE FOR GROUPS OF 10+
Discover the fascinating tales of life in early Jewish 
community in Vancouver, gain insight into the evolu-
tion, landmarks, and architecture of the Gastown/
Strathcona area, and uncover BC’s Jewish heritage - 
all in two km, and two hours. 

All tours meet at 700 E. Pender St. 
(corner of E. Pender St. and Heatley Ave.)
Parking is available on nearby residential streets | Accessible by public transit (www.translink.ca)

$10/person (cash only) at start of tour (min. 10 people required to book a private tour)
Guests will receive a COMPLIMENTARY copy of In The Footsteps of Jewish Vancouver - 1886 to 2006

(604) 257-5199 | info@jewishmuseum.ca | jewishmuseum.ca

EXHIBITS
  The JMABC is proud to share our community’s histories with the community at large through traveling   

     and permanent exhibits and displays:

LEONARD FRANK: BEAUTIFUL BRITISH COLUMBIA 
SFU TECK GALLERY | SEPTEMBER 3, 2012 - JANUARY 4, 2013
We are proud to circulate a selection of Leonard Frank logging photo-
graphs (1900-1944) to local galleries - striking pictures of changed 
landscapes that are a piece of our Jewish heritage in BC. 

EXPLORING RICHMOND’S JEWISH HISTORY
RICHMOND PUBLIC LIBRARY |ON PERMANENT DISPLAY

THE TIES THAT BIND
THE REACH GALLERY MUSEUM ABBOTSFORD | PAST EXHIBIT
Artefacts, photos, and stories bring BC Jewish history (1800s - pres-

ent day) and culture  to life.

PUBLIC PROGRAMS

GENEALOGY SUNDAY | TRACE YOUR JEWISH ANCESTRY
1 SUNDAY, COUNTLESS DISCOVERIES | Everyone welcome

LAST SUNDAY OF THE MONTH | 1:00PM - 4:00PM |6184 ASH ST. 
FREE | By appointment only
(604) 257-5199 | info@jewishmuseum.ca

Trace your Jewish ancestry at the Jewish Museum and Archives of BC office with 
volunteers from the Jewish Genealogical Institute of British Columbia (JGIBC) on the 
last Sunday of every month. Book your appointment in advance to gain FREE access to 
genealogy databases (ancestry.com and findmypast.com), and the guiding expertise of 
a trained JGIBC volunteer. 
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PEOPLE & PROJECTS

NEW SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES - 2012/2013

CELEBRATING 150+ YEARS OF JEWISH HISTORY AND CULTURE IN BC
The Jewish Museum and Archives of British Columbia looks forward to the next 150 years, and with your support, 
ensures its future as a lively organization connecting history, people, and ideas for generations to come. 

BE PART OF THIS JOURNEY Please contact us at (604) 257-5199 | info@jewishmuseum.ca to learn more about our 
sponsorship opportunities.

SUPPORT ARCHIVES

Oral History Program       $15,000 per year
Online Photo Library       $10,000 per year
Archives Open Access       $7,500 per year
Archives Legacy Program
     Shalom Legion, No. 178 fonds     $1,000 
     Beth Tikvah Congregation fonds     $2,000
    Canadian Zionist Federation, Pacific Region fonds   $2,000
     Congregation Har El fonds      $2,000
     Jewish Festival of the Arts Society fonds    $2,000
     United Jewish Appeal fonds      $3,000
     Canadian Histadrut, Henry Avery fonds    $4,000
     Cyril E. Leonoff fonds      $7,000
     Hadassah-WIZO Council of Vancouver fonds    $10,000
     Hillel Foundation of Vancouver fonds    $10,000
     Jewish Western Bulletin/Jewish Independent fonds   $10,000
     National Council of Jewish Women, Vancouver Section fonds $10,000
     B’nai B’rith fonds       $12,000
     Canadian Jewish Congress, Pacific Region fonds   $35,000
     Jewish Historical Society of British Columbia fonds   $35,000
     Fred Schiffer fonds       $100,000 or $10,000/year for 10 years
     Leonard Frank Photo Studio fonds     $120,000 or $12,000/year for 10 years

SUPPORT EDUCATION

Exhibitions        $30,000 - $50,000
Outreach School Programs      $13,000
Public Programs        
     Philosopher’s Cafés       $4,500/year or $500/Café
     Historic Walking Tours      $9,000/year or $450/Tour
     Guest Lectures/Workshops      $6,000
     Seniors Access Program      $2,000
     Cherie Smith JCCGV Jewish Book Festival - Official JMABC Selection $1,000
     Vancouver Jewish Film Festival - Official JMABC Selection  $1,000
     Jewish Youth Heritage Outreach Program    $10,000
Publications
     The Scribe        $14,000/year
     The Chronicle       $9,000/year



PEOPLE & PROJECTS

WANTED! FOR THE JHSBC ARCHIVES

Thank you to JNF who saw the Wanted! notice in The Chronicle Vol. 17, Issue 3, 2011 and donated 15 missing 
past JNF Negev Dinner Souvenir Booklets ~ But we still need your help continuing to fill the gaps!

Past JNF Negev Dinner Souvenir Booklets Still Needed:

1984 – Jim Pattison  1970 – Dr. John Secter and Lee Secter  
1982 – The Jewish Spirit 1966 – Harry Frome and Marjorie Groberman 
1980 – Alec Jackson  1961 – Max and Bessie Waterman   
1979 – John Allen Fraser 1959 – Esmond Lando    
1978 – Dr. Arthur Hayes 1993 (Victoria) – Siegal Family
1973 – Louis Lefohn  1998 (Kelowna) – Mel Kotler
1972 – Julius Balshine 1994 (Kelowna) – Cliff and Lois Serwa

Contact: Jennifer Yuhasz, Archivist | (604) 257-5199 | archives@jewishmuseum.ca | to donate

SPONSORED PROGRAMS - 2011/2012

Thank you to the following sponsors for supporting our work and helping the JMABC offer diverse 
programming across the province:

Oral History Program - $15,000 - Sponsored by an anonymous donor
Burquest Jewish Community Association fonds - $2,000 - Sponsored by the Gruenthal family
Ralph Barer’s Congregation Emanu-El collection - $2,000 - Sponsored by Chris and Rhoda Friedrichs
Jewish Community Fund and Council fonds - $4,000 - 
     Sponsored by JET Equipment & Tools (Canada) Foundation on behalf of Isabelle Diamond
Jewish Community Centre of Greater Vancouver, Gallery fonds - $6,000 - 
     Sponsored by an anonymous donor
Dr. Irving and Phyliss Snider fonds - $7,000 - Sponsored by the Snider Foundation
Freiman family fonds - $500 - Sponsored by Debby Freiman and David Schwartz
Nemetz family fonds - $1,000 - Sponsored by Shirley Barnett
Philosopher’s Café - $500 - Sponsored by Michael Levy
Historic Walking Tours - $1,000 - Sponsored by Ronnie and Barry Tessler
Philosopher’s Cafés and Historic Walking Tours - $9,500 - Sponsored by Zev Shafran and Anita Shafran
Seniors Access Program - $1,000 - Sponsored by Lyle Pullan
Youth Outreach - $10,000 - Sponsored by the Betty Averbach Foundation 
The Scribe - $14,000 - Sponsored by Dora and Sid Golden and family
The Chronicle - $9,000 - Sponsored by an anonymous donor

A HUGE THANK YOU to Lenny Smith and his friends at the Minoru 
Senior’s Centre Woodworking Shop who spent hours upon hours to 
create custom cleats for the 60 panels we mounted as part of our “Ties 
That Bind” exhibit at The Reach Gallery Museum in Abbotsford, BC. 
These volunteers rolled their sleeves up and produced major savings for 
the JHSBC by putting their professionalism and aptitude to great use. 
THANK YOU again, boys!
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PEOPLE & PROJECTS

EMMA MOSS, SUMMER EDUCATION ASSISTANT
This summer I was incredibly fortunate to get the opportunity to work as the 
Education Assistant at the Jewish Museum and Archives of BC, a position 
sponsored by Young Canada Works. My primary focus is a new online exhibit 
to be published on the JMABC website: an OnLine Storied Timeline of Jewish 
Life throughout BC. In putting together this project our goal was to create an 
engaging and exciting picture of Jewish life throughout BC, with this phase of 
the project focusing on the 1970’s until today. A second goal in building this 
collection is to bring a new and different perspective to the retelling of BC’s 
Jewish history, one that includes a little more of community members person-
alities and unique perspectives. Our greatest resource in doing this truly are 
the community members themselves, as I quickly learned through meeting and 
interviewing several incredible people from around the province. As someone 
who is new to working in the Jewish community I was absolutely blown away by the incredibly warm welcome and 
willingness of everyone I met to not only participate in the project, but to go above and beyond to help me along 
the way. The first installation of the collection will be published on the JMABC website (www.jewishmuseum.ca) 
at the end of August this year. 

As for me, I will be returning to the University of Victoria in September to complete the final year of my under-
graduate degree in Greek and Roman Studies. After graduation I hope to attend Law school at UVIC to pursue 
a career in environmental or human rights law, and eventually return home to Vancouver. This summer was an 
amazing challenge and learning experience for me. I hope that the online collection that I helped to build will be 
a resource and an asset for the community. 

KATIE SLOAN, SUMMER ARCHIVES ASSISTANT
This summer, I had the incredible opportunity to work as an Assistant Archivist 
at the JMABC, a position sponsored by Young Canada Works. Over the course 
of two months, my work focused primarily on the initial processing stages of 
the Hadassah–WIZO Council of Vancouver fonds, a women’s organization with 
a long history of philanthropy and community involvement. I was excited to work 
on this project as I had no previous knowledge of Hadassah–WIZO. Over the 
course of the summer, I came to admire the women of Hadassah, and all that 
they have done for Vancouver, Canada, and Israel.   

Some of my duties while working on this collection included doing background 
research on the National Council of Hadassah, as well as the Vancouver Coun-
cil, conducting a basic appraisal on the collection, processing, arranging, and 
describing the collection, and creating a finding aid  to make research easier for others seeking information 
about the amazing women of Vancouver’s Hadassah–WIZO. Finally, I uploaded the finding aid to the MemoryBC 
website, making it available to any researcher with internet access. The first stage of this collection has now 
been complete, but sponsorship is still needed to complete the processing and for the digitization of the photo-
graphs.

Upon completion of this project, I was given the opportunity to try my hand at several other duties that archivists 
routinely perform, such as meeting with potential donors, listening to and transcribing oral histories, and work-
ing on digitizing photographs and slides. These opportunities were particularly meaningful for me for several 
reasons. I was able to combine my Canadian History Bachelor’s degree with my current Library and Information 
Technology training, and hone the skills I have learned towards gaining a future career in archives. The ability to 
tie my love of Vancouver and history together with my library training, made working at this job highly enjoyable, 
and not feel like work at all!
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MAZEL TOV
Noemi and Bill Gruenthal, happy 50th anniversary. 
Diane and Gary Averbach, Marcy and Steve Babins, 
Shirley and Ted Cohn, Leonor Etkin, Lois and Walter 
Gumprich, Irmgarde and George Hartmann, Lucy Laufer, 
Rochelle Moss and Sidney Alperstein, Fay and Bud 
Riback, Sheila and Lenny Smith, Jemima Stein, Stacey 
and Brian Szeplabi, Natalie and George Weinstein, Ellen 
and Barrie Yackness
Rhoda Friedrichs, happy special birthday. Shirley 
and Ted Cohn
Arthur Leonoff, happy 65th birthday. Cyril Leonoff 
and Family
Josephine Nadel, on her daughter, Dara’s marriage. 
Noemi and Bill Gruenthal
Shelley and Perry Seidelman, marriage of daughter 
Sara to Marc. JHS Board and staff
Darlene and Bob Spevakow, happy 50th anniversary. 
Diane and Gary Averbach
Josh Wenner, on his graduation. Sue and Lee 
Cohene
Yosef Wosk, on Canadian Museums Association 
recognition. Bill Gruenthal

SPEEDY RECOVERY
Martin Magid, Diane and Gary Averbach
Natalie Weinstein, Noemi and Bill Gruenthal

SYMPATHY
Sue Cohene, in memory of her mother, Felice. Gail 
Dodek and Richard Wenner
Bill Levine, in memory of his brother, John. Gary 
Averbach
Rochelle Moss, in memory of her sister, Ruth. Noemi 
and Bill Gruenthal
Rosenthal Family, in memory of Alex. Cyril Leonoff 
and Family
Warren Family, in memory of Miriam. JHS Board and 
staff, Betsy and Blair Leonoff, Cyril Leonoff, Gillian Levy, 

Betty and Irv Nitkin, VCC colleagues (Delores, Dan, Dana, 
Laurie, Howard and Brenda)

DONATIONS
Isabelle and Charles Diamond, Gail and Carla and Peter 
Dodek & Families, Sharon and Ed Fitch, Gerry Growe, 
Debby Freiman, Lohn Foundation, Michael Moscovich, 
Lee and Bernie Simpson, Sheila and Lenny Smith, Ronnie 
and Barry Tessler

NEW MEMBERS
Jack Fugman, Julia Niebuhr Eulenberg, Christopher 
Olson, Michael Sachs, Lee and Bernie Simpson

We are proud to offer DIGITIZATION GIFT 
CERTIFICATES and TRIBUTE CARDS to 
help you mark your family’s occasions. 

Mark your special occassion in a special way! 

Please contact our office 
(604) 257-5199 | info@jewishmuseum.ca

Donate to The JMABC Online
Easy, Free, and Secure

(1) Go to www.canadahelps.org. Search for “The 
Jewish Historical Society of British Columbia” 
OR (2) Visit www.jewishmuseum.ca. Click the 
“Donate Now” link on the left-hand margin of 
the page. 

1. Enter your donation information. 
2. Add your donation to the checkout Giving 
Basket. 
3. Pay using credit card, Interac Online, or 
Paypal.

CanadaHelps.org will send you a tax receipt, 
and will disburse your donation to The JHSBC.

Cyril Leonoff Endowment Fund for 
The Jewish Historical Society of BC

An endowment fund in the name of Cyril Leonoff 
(founder, Jewish Historical Society of BC) has 
been established at the Jewish Community 
Foundation to support the research, writing 
and publication of the story of the Jewish 
people of British Columbia. 

Donations to the Fund can be made directly by 
phoning the Jewish Community Foundation at 
(604) 257-5100.

TRIBUTES & DONATIONS
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Jewish Museum & Archives of British Columbia
6184 Ash Street, Vancouver, BC V5Z 3G9
www.jewishmuseum.ca | info@jewishmuseum.ca
Phone: (604) 257-5199 | Fax: (604) 257-5198

Hours of Operation:
Mondays to Thursdays: 9:00 am - 5:00 pm 
Fridays by appointment

Administration: Marcy Babins
Archives: Jennifer Yuhasz
Education: Kara Mintzberg

Jewish Historical Society of BC Membership
$54 Household Membership
$75 Institutional Membership

Comments are always welcome. 
Please email info@jewishmuseum.ca

Published by: The Jewish Historical Society of British 
Columbia. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or 
part without written consent is prohibited. Contents © 
2012, The Jewish Historical Society of British Columbia.

MYSTERY FILM: 
Do you know any of the people in these images? These screenshots (apologies for the poor quality 
due to the deteriorated film) are taken from a 16mm film from the 1950s found in the CBC Archives, 
Vancouver Film Council collection. Can we help identify this family? The apartment building is The 
Flamingo, and the house is #19. If you know anything or would like to see the full film, contact us! (604) 
257-5199 | archives@jewishmuseum.ca

JHSBC 2012 AGM | WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 2012 | 950 WEST 41st AVE
AGM 6:00PM - 6:30PM | AUTHOR EVENT 6:45PM - 7:45PM

SAVE THE DATE The AGM will once again be run in conjunction with the JCC Book Festival with a 
distinguished speaker to be announced soon.


